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Many of us spend countless hours when we are not 

working on our models and planning by surfing the 

web, SO I thought that I would start a column and 

report on cool websites that I have found.   For the 

first few entries in the monthly series, we will 

focus on detail parts and possibly highly 

specialized kits comprised of many detail parts.  If 

you have a website that you would like featured 

here, please send me an email with the link.  At 

some point in the future, who knows, there may be 

a link list maybe on the San Jac Website…   

SO for this month… let’s start with Summit 

Custom Cuts.  

http://www.summit-customcuts.com/

homeproducts.html 

 

Their website shows a variety of plastic laser cut 

modern strip center buildings, including a Taco 

Bell (with drive thru details), a Motel 6, a Waffle 

House, a CVS, Domino’s Pizza, a Lowe’s Home 

Improvement store with street sign, several modern 

gas stations (Exxon, Shamrock, Arco and Shell) 

that include specific gas pump details, and The 

Polk County Court House model based on the 

prototype in Livingston, Texas.   Also in their 

product list are several backdrop type buildings.  

They just released a laser cut wood kit of the La 

Grange, Texas MKT Depot.  While you are on 

their website, make sure to check out their 

accessories and how-to pages. 

      WEB World #1   By Kelly Russell 
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     The Hobby Bench    By Pete Leach

We all took different paths to the model railroad 

world.  For many, it was a Lionel set on that special 

Christmas or birthday.  Others were part of a 

railroading family that brought first hand experiences 

that are relived in miniature.  Some were lucky 

enough to have a real train layout as a kid. 

My path was a little different.  While I did have a 

Lionel set when I was about 9 or 10 I can honestly 

remember only playing with it 2 times.  My passion 

was, and still is, building models.  Through years, I 

gravitated from plastic airplane and car kits, to plastic 

and wooden ship kits, and on to the challenge of 

scratch building wooden ships and boats.  At one point 

as an “adult” (do we every really grow up?), I 

rediscovered trains.  For the last 35 years or so, I 

carried my passion for building models to my model 

railroad hobby, first in N Scale and now in On30. 

This is the first of a series of articles on tips, 

techniques, and philosophies I’ve picked up over my 

years of building models.  Not all of the ideas are 

mine, but I’ve adapted most in some form.  I hope you 

can find some enjoyment in building a new kit or 

trying your hand at scratch building as I have for most 

of my lifetime.  Welcome to my Hobby Bench! 

First up:  Making your own “kits” for scratch 

building 

With all of the great kits and RTR items on the 

market, many in our hobby believe that scratch 

building is going the way of the type writer and the 

rotary phone.  Well I am here to tell you that scratch 

building lives on in my world!  It is my favorite part 

of the hobby! 

There are many, many great kits out there.  I 

encourage you to buy some of them to support the 

small manufacturers in our hobby and to hone your 

skills at building things.  I certainly have a few kits on 

my layout.  Assembling kits can also help you get 

things onto your layout quicker.  

There are many reasons to build your own structures 

and rolling stock from scratch.  Maybe there is not a 

kit available for the exact prototype you are modeling.  

Sometimes the kits can be very expensive, especially 

the high end craftsman type.  Sometimes, it is just fun 

and rewarding to build your own from scratch. 

When I was planning my current layout based on the 2

-foot gauge Wiscasset, Waterville & Farmington 

Railway, I planned on building as many of the 

structures, trestles, and rolling stock from scratch as 

possible.  I quickly found it a huge task to organize 

everything:  drawings, detail parts, materials and 

background information.  Many times I tried to start 

building something only to find I didn’t have one or 

more key items.  I either forgot to buy them or used 

them on something else!  You wouldn’t believe how 

many times I didn’t have the right set of trucks and 

wheels or couplers when building a piece of rolling 

stock because I used them for a different car! 

To keep everything organized, I developed the 

following method of basically making my own kits.  I 

try to keep several of these homemade kits on hand to 

work on when the mood strikes. 

1. The Design – The project usually starts with a 

drawing.  These can be from a publication or one 

I’ve drawn.  There a many good CAD programs 

out there, but I still use my high school drafting 

board and T-Square!  I use my home printer/copier 

to enlarge or reduce the drawing to my scale.  I 

also use an extra copy of the drawing to start 

making notes on any materials or detail items 

needed.  Sometimes I make additional sketches to 

clarify or provide additional information, such as 

drawing the underframe of a flat car to help me 

understand how it will be built.   

2. Back-up Materials – I research the prototype and 

note any photos or descriptions that will help me 

build and finish my model.  I copy some of the 

photos and keep them with the drawing.  But for 

most I just make note of the sources (book, 

magazine, etc. with page number) so I can find 

them when needed. 
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     The Hobby Bench (cont.)  By Pete Leach

3. Bill of Materials (BOM) – I create a list of all 

commercial components needed to complete the 

project.  Included are materials, such as wood 

stock, styrene, wire etc.  Anything you think you 

will need to complete the project.  Don’t forget 

paint and decals.  Sometimes it is hard to estimate 

quantity on materials but take a shot.  Below is an 

example of the BOM form I developed using 

Excel.  This example was used to build the Coal 

Hopper featured in the September 2016 issue of 

The Derail. 

4. Gathering the Inventory – Use the BOM to start 

to gather all of those parts needed to build 

whatever you are going to make.  I put the small 

pieces into plastic zip bags of various sizes.  (I 

have found the snack size bags are great for all of 

those little parts.)  I mark on the BOM when I have 

enough of any item.  This helps me develop a 

shopping list for anything missing. 

 

5. Assemble your Kit – I take a copy of the drawing, 

back up materials and BOM and place them into a 

large plastic zip bag.  Some gallon sizes work but 

there are also 9 X 12 bags at the office supply 

stores that are perfect for holding the 8 X 11 sheets 

of paper.  I drop in the bags of parts, drawings, 

back up information, and any materials that fit.  If 

the sheets of wood or styrene are too long, I place 

a sticky label with the model name on them and 

store in a safe place (one that I can remember but 

won’t steal for another job.)  I make note of any 

parts or materials that are still needed so I can 

gather them later. 

2 - Homemade kit ready for assembly 

 

Once all of the materials are gathered, it’s just a matter 

of finding the time to build the kit.  And it’s good to 

know that everything needed to complete the build is 

right there!   

I hope to encourage those modelers that have been 

afraid to scratch build to give it a try.  With the right 

planning, materials, and techniques, scratch building is 

no more difficult that building a craftsman kit.   

What’s on your Hobby Bench? 
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      Rewiring 101        By Bob Werre 

I’ve always enjoyed nearly every aspect of model 

railroading—well with the possible exception of 

one—wiring.  Now don’t get me wrong, I do a lot of 

it and generally things work as they should.  I have a 

fair sized layout that has evolved through several 

versions of DC control, then into Dynatrol and finally 

into DCC with bells and whistles 

Besides being mostly a sole layout builder on my 

home layout, I’m also heavily involved in our small S 

Scale club’ modular layout.  We built the basic 10 

section layout for the long-ago AstroRail NMRA 

convention.  As a group we built the bench work over 

a few weekends.  At that point most of our 

involvement in the further construction was left to 

our master layout-tracking laying-and wiring expert 

Jack Troxell.   Jack was a professional engineer with 

a variety of projects under his belt as well as 

authoring a string of patents.  He took over much of 

the work, and after several months 7 sections of the 

10 section layout were shown to the group.  At that 

point individual members were in charge of putting 

down basic scenery as the convention was “coming 

round the bend”. 

Now these modules were built to S Scale Modular 

standards not dissimilar to N-Trak’s principles.  The 

theory was for various clubs to join their modules 

together to form mega layouts at shows.  In the world 

of S these mega layouts were part of two NMRA 

conventions—Pittsburgh and Valley Forge.   

Unfortunately none of our modules ever had the 

opportunity to join with others because of the 

distance to those population centers. 

However our local layout made appearances at many 

events over the past 30+ years and indeed it also 

evolved with the addition of many more sections, 

some updated scenery and the gradual changeover 

from a ‘three power pack DC system’ to DCC.  With 

these upgrades also came the loss of several members 

including the demise of Mr. Troxell our original 

designer.  In his declining years we had worked 

together to keep up with track maintenance while I 

did the DCC changeover.  At the beginning of a setup 

it wasn’t unusual for us to experience a short 

someplace but we usually could remedy after a few 

minutes of panic and frustration.  I recall once a 

member had a caboose with electrical pickups but 

someplace along the line had reversed a wheel set 

causing a short.  We had been operating for some 

time then a short would occur.  I finally discovered 

the shorting only happened when a track switch was 

aligned to where that caboose was positioned!  

However, while talking with other clubs, these seem 

to be familiar issues, so we didn’t feel too bad about 

our lot and the show must continue! 

One of our key modules is a section that leads to our 

major freight yard that contains a double slip switch 

that in turn leads to four more double ended sidings.  

Over the years of modifications this section had been 

mostly unused because of electrical issues.  We also 

came to the realization that if we were put in storage 

for months then banged around for these many years, 

we’d be experiencing problems too. Several members 

had tried in vain to sort out things, as we all knew “it 

used to work!”  So I came to realization that some 

(Rx) intervention was necessary, so I put out a call 

for some expertise from the club.   I received two 

offers of hands-on help.    Mark Couvillion and Don 

McClelland answered the call, so we set up two 

evenings for our work.  Mark was the master-wiring 

guy, while Don lent his excellent skills.  I acquired 

supplies and learned a different way of thinking!  In 

the end we didn’t change things too much but now 

we can trace the wires in a logical manner. 

This of course brings up one of the many benefits of 

belonging to a club like The San Jac.  It’s more than 

just attending meetings and eating cookies!  Thank 

you gentlemen, your help was deeply appreciated and 

you do have running privileges on the layout.  I also 

think my ‘wiring guys’ now understand that S Scale 

isn’t such a scary size to work with!   We’re always 

looking for members who might need and appreciate 

a slightly larger size! 
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(Continued on  page 6) 

    DCC Installation Techniques   By Mark Couvillion  

     Rewiring 101 (cont.)       By Bob Werre 
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Club member volunteers, Mark Couvillion and 

Don McClelland, put a lot of work and effort 

into our S scale module project.                     

All photos by Bob Werre 

**Note from Mark: The DCC Installation Techniques article 

was the basis for the one published in Model Railroader about 

10 years ago but they significantly edited it and left a lot on the 

cutting room floor. **   

Clean and lubricate the engine before starting to add a 

decoder.  Always Always Always make sure the engine 

is in perfect running order before installing a decoder.  

Follow your preferred maintenance procedure (you do 

have a maintenance procedure, don't you?) and then test 

the engine before installing the decoder.  Don't blame a 

decoder for causing a poorly-running engine to not run 

better. 
 

Build a Shelf to support your wires and decoder above 

the moving mechanism.  Using thin, stiff cardstock (old 

business cards work well), cut a platform to fit just 

above any moving parts (motor, drive line, worm gears, 

etc.).  It is so much easier to place the decoder and loose 

wires on the shelf than worrying about supporting them 

(over the long haul) out of the moving parts.  (You can 

also build a shelf in the upper half of the body shell 

with styrene shapes.)  

 

Braid the paired wires.  Control where the wires from 

the harness go by wrapping or braiding the appropriate 

pairs / triplets together.  On pairs, separate the two (red 

& black, orange & gray) from the others and gently 

wrap the wires around each other.  Done correctly, 

there is no stress on the wires and they stay together.  

On triplets (blue/white/yellow), loosely braid the wires 

together.  Hold them together blue-white-yellow and 

place blue over white between white and yellow, then 

place yellow over blue between white and blue.  

Repeat, alternating which outside wire is moved to the 

middle, all down the length of the harness.  Trim or 

unbraid as required. 
 

Use cellophane tape to keep things in place.  

Cellophane tape will hold wires and decoders in place 

and is easy to install and replace.  It is extremely thin 

so it won't affect fit.  Use bent-end tweezers or the tip 

of a hobby knife to get to the hard-to-reach areas. 

Burnish the tape (rub over the surface) to make sure it 

really sticks. Tape wires in the corners of the shell. 
 

Use heat shrink tubing as a light shield on white LEDs.  

LEDs emit light along their sides and back too!  A 

small length of heat-shrink tubing of the proper  
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    DCC Installation Techniques (cont.) By Mark Couvillion  

diameter will slip over the LED to control the excess 

light.  Since the LED does not get appreciably hot, the 

tubing won't shrink. 
 

Cut the leads on LEDs short, about 1/8", and solder 

short sections of the proper-colored function wire to the 

LED.  Solder blue wire to the (former) longer lead of 

the LED and function wire of the proper color, with 

resistor and shrink tubing, to the shorter lead.  Mount 

the current-limiting resistor along the wire lead, not on 

the LED.  Cut resistor leads short to match tinned wire 

leads, only 1/16" - 3/16".  Gently twist the wire leads 

back to or past the resistor.  You don't need to insulate 

the connections on the LED if the exposed area is small 

and the wires are twisted and can't touch.  You may 

need to add shrink tubing on the LED to control stray 

light, which will also insulate both leads.    
 

Cover resistors with heat-shrink tubing.  Resistors may 

get hot in use.  Heat shrink tubing absorbs and helps 

dissipate the heat and may protect your expensive 

engine’s shell from damage. 
 

Don't be afraid to shorten wires in a harness.  Excess 

wire in the loco's carbody becomes a storage problem 

and a nuisance.  Without a shelf (see above), it can fall 

into the mechanism.  When cutting, leave a little bit 

more than you'll need, then cut it again as necessary.  

You will end up with a neater installation. 
 

Test run with DCC, checking all accessories, before 

final reassembly. Where possible, run the engine 

without the shell on the track.  If you have to, carry the 

shell along by hand or loosely placed on top. Make sure 

everything works before putting it all back together. 

 

Close-Quarter Soldering Tips 
 

Get a good precision soldering iron (I use an Antex 

Model G/3U 18 watt iron) with various tips.  (tips are 

sold separately:  point, 1/16", 1/8", 3/16", 1/4" widths)  

I prefer a good iron with precision tips to the crude 

irons available at local electronics stores. 
 

Clean the tip before each use.  Get a good iron holder 

with an integral damp sponge and use it every time you 

pick up the iron and every time you place the iron in its 

cradle.  Good solder connections are all about good 

consistent technique.  
 

Use a good rosin-core solder, preferably 60/40 (60% 

tin / 40% lead). Radio Shack Light Duty Solder, 

Catalog # 64-009, is an excellent solder for small 

precision applications, only 0.032" in diameter. 

Safety First!!!  Don't inhale the solder fumes!  They 

contain lead.  
 

Pre-tin all wire ends, 1/8" - 3/16".  This simple step 

makes installing (and un-installing) harnesses quick and 

easy. 
 

End-Solder the wire.  Make all your connections of this 

tiny wire by end-soldering the wire.  Overlap the two 

pre-tinned ends and solder together.  (Just heat the wires 

together to join.  There is already enough solder if you 

pre-tinned!)  Cover the joint with a small piece of heat-

shrink tubing. (Remember to slide it on one wire before 

joining, but don't shrink it!) 
 

Offset wire ends.  When soldering two or more wires 

that are next to each other, offset the ends of the wires.  

Cut one of each pair shorter and connect the long wire 

from one pair to the short wire of the other pair.  This 

offsets the solder joints, making it very difficult to short 

the wires.  If necessary, insulate them with a small piece 

of electrical tape “sandwiched” over or heat-shrink 

tubing. 
 

Use Heat-Shrink Tubing to cover solder joints but don't 

shrink it.  Use it as a shield for end-to-end solder 

connections.  It can be slipped off if the joint must be 

disconnected. 
 

When joining two wire ends, or when tinning a single 

wire end, put a tiny bit of solder on the iron tip to help 

in heat transfer.  It helps the solder on the wire ends 

melt sooner which helps prevent melting of the wire's 

insulation.  
 

Use a heat sink when soldering small components like 

LEDs and bulbs. Hemostats, alligator clips, and even 

small diagonal pliers (just don't hold it TOO tight!) 

make good heat barriers to protect delicate parts.  
 

If blobs of solder could be a problem on a circuit board, 

use a smaller tip and solder "overhead".  Suspend the 

work over the iron and use a smaller tip.  Limit solder 

to what can be carried on the tip of the iron.  (Not the 

preferred way to deliver solder but sometimes 

necessary.) 
 

Use a magnifying lens set like an Optivisor to see what 

you are doing up close and personal.  Precision 

installations require care of assembly. 
 

Invest in a few dental tools.  Long bent-tip tweezers, 

small hemostats, picks, and scrapers are all useful for 

modeling and soldering. 
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     Building a DCC Layout   By Jim Lemmond 

** Note from Jim: I wrote this handout for a convention in 2010. It has sections addressing different aspects of building a new 

layout from planning to finish of wiring. The 2nd half of the handout will be published in the June Derail.**  

 

Building a DCC Layout 

Considerations Before and During Construction 

Presented to the 2010 SN3 Symposium 

Houston, Texas 

 
Jim Lemmond 

2/24/2010 

 

DCC Model Railroad Layout Construction 

Planning Considerations: 

The following are many of the considerations that should be made prior to the actual construction of a DCC 

controlled Layout. 

1. What Scale or Gauge?  G, S, HO, N or Z.  Standard or Narrow Gauge? 

2. What DCC system do I use?  Digitrax, NCE, Easy DCC, Lenz, Atlas, Bachmann or MRC 

3. How large of area do I have for a layout?  Garage, room, or dedicated building 

4. What bench work construction methods to use?  L – girder, Cookie cutter or open grid 

5. What type of track and turnouts to use?  Atlas, Kato, Micro Engineering, Peco, Walthers or hand laid 

6. Will the turnouts be powered or hand thrown?  Snap motors or slow motion motors 

7. Is the layout to be used for Display or Operations? 

8. Will the layout have signaling?  DCC or independent from the DCC System 

9. What type of railroad equipment will be used?  Steam or diesel or both 

10. What is your track plan like?  Your design, friend's design or professional design 

 

A Few Suggestions: 

1. Choosing DCC Systems: 

 Once you have decided to build a layout, no matter the size, make the decision of the brand of your of 

DCC system.  There are many good systems available.  Some systems have unique characteristics that are not 

found in all systems.  Some systems are easier to setup for beginners or people with little or no electronics or 

computer knowledge.  Some systems have great equipment, but difficult to understand documentation.  Before 

buying, make the effort to find other layouts in your area that use the various available DCC systems.  An area 

layout tour is an excellent way to observe and possibly try out a system before buying. 
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    Building a DCC Layout (cont.)     By Jim Lemmond 

 Once you have decided upon your DCC system, it is suggested not to mix DCC components from 

other brands.  The NMRA standards are not completely followed by the manufacturers and mixed components 

may interact poorly.  This does not apply to decoders. 

2. Layout Location: 

  If building in a garage, think air conditioning.  This area is too hot and humid to play with 

your layout in the summer without air conditioning.  If the layout is inside your home, take the type of 

flooring in the room into consideration.  Tile floors or vinyl floors are good for layout construction.  Carpeting 

must be protected to prevent a divorce.  Consider static electricity when working on a carpet flooring, this can 

kill electronic equipment. 

 A dedicated building or a room over a garage may be the best solution for a DCC layout.  If building in 

a dedicated building the electrical supply to the building is very important.  A 60 amp circuit or more to the 

building is adequate with its’ own breaker box.  There can never be too many electrical outlets.  Some outlets 

may need to be built into the ceiling.  Place wall outlets 6 to 8 feet apart for good electrical coverage. 

How much electrical power is needed?  Look at it from a Power outlook rather than current or voltage 

alone.  Assume that you have five boosters rated at 5 amps each was under full load capacity (which is highly 

unlikely).  Power is voltage times current.  At 15 volt track voltage and 5 amp current for 5 boosters would 

be a power load of 375 watts.  A 15 amp circuit at 110 volts has a power load capacity of 1650 watts.  You 

could have 22 boosters, if they were the only items on the circuit. 

Lighting in your layout room is very important both in the building phase and the operations phase.  

You may want to install variable (dimmers) lighting for special lighting effects.  Consider lighting that 

minimizes shadows upon the layout. 

 How will your provide air conditioning to your building?  Window units or through the wall units 

work well.  A motel type air conditioning is worth considering because of the lower wall mounting and the 

availability of heat. 

 Windows!  Do you cover them over or leave them?  A suggestion would be to sheetrock over the 

installed windows to maximize your wall space and continuity for scenery.  The sheetrock can always be 

removed at a later time. 

 You will need a water source nearby, hopefully inside your building or garage.  Hot water can be 

optional, but is wonderful to have in your train room or building.  A nearby restroom is wonderful to have. 

3. Track Plan: 

 What is the square footage available?  What shape is the room?  What is your minimum curve radius?  

What is the maximum acceptable grade (branch line and mainline)?  Will the layout include a helix (one or 

more)?  What size turnouts (#4, #6, #8, etc), crossovers, or double slips? 

 How to produce your track plan?  The old way is to draw it out by hand on graph paper.  The newer 

method is by using a Cad program on a computer.  Atlas has a free track planning program for simple track 

plans.  There are commercial track planning programs available that are fairly easy to use and will produce 

full size templates of the track plan.  Full size templates will save many hours when building a large, complex 

layout.  A great way to produce a track plan is to find a person that is a Cad artist, model railroader and 

builder/designer. 
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To Be Continued in the June Derail 

    Building a DCC Layout (cont.)     By Jim Lemmond 

4. Track: 

 What code track to use?  HO track is made in code 40, 50, 70, 75, 83 and 100.  N scale track is 

commonly code 55 and 80.  The code number is the height of the rail above the ties.  The larger the code 

number, the taller and heavier the rail.  Code 83 is becoming a common standard height for HO track.  Most 

track manufacturers sell this type of rail with matching turnouts.  The ultimate track is hand laid.  Many N 

gaugers are using the finer scale code 55 instead of Code 80 of previous years. 

5. DCC “Friendly” turnouts: 

 Much has been said that only some turnouts can be used for DCC layouts, the “so called DCC 

friendly” turnouts.  The truth is that almost any turnout can be used with some knowledge of the electronics 

being used.  Knowing where track insulators must be placed will make most turnouts DCC friendly.  The 

simplest solution is to “gap” or insulate at the two “Frog” rails.  Modification of other parts of the turnout 

maybe made but are not always necessary for DCC friendly types of turnouts.  The mods may help the 

electrical reliability of the turnout, but do not increase its “friendliness”. 

6. DCC Buss: 

 My suggestion for the power (DCC) buss is to use 12 awg (gauge) stranded copper wire for HO or 

larger; 14 awg (gauge) stranded copper wire for N or smaller.  Solid core wire is usable but more difficult to 

handle.  For your wire drops from the track to the DCC buss, use 24 awg to 20 awg.  The small gauge wire 

(larger number) is okay if you have yours drops every 2 to 4 feet apart.  In most cases the more drops from 

track to buss is better.  The heavier (18 awg and 20 awg) wire is really not necessary and is hard to conceal.  

Drops can be solid or stranded (I like stranded) wire. 

 “To solder or not to solder, that is the question.”  You cannot lose if you solder all your buss wire 

connections, but it takes more time than other methods.  Soldering does take some skill, but it is easily 

learned.  An alternate to soldering is to use one of several types of crimp connectors available at electronic 

stores (locally and mail order).  My favorite crimp connection is made by 3M and is called Scotchlok #953X 

(terminals – 12 gauge – yellow) and Scotchlok #952X (terminals – 18 – 14 gauge – blue).  These are very easy 

to apply with a large pair of pliers or with the specific crimping tool for these connectors.  Their reliability is 

very close to a solder connection.  The matching “male” terminals come for various wire sizes (gauges) and 

make replacement or trouble shooting very easy.  (See the Electrical Supplies List for description and parts 

numbers).  Crimping is easier than soldering and takes very little time. 

7. Turnout Control: 

 Manual throw turnouts are easy and reliable to operate and inexpensive.  Make sure the throw 

mechanism is within a person's reach (24 inches or less).  Turnout motors are found in two types: snap and 

slow motion motors.  The most commonly known snap motors are the Atlas snap switch motors and the 

switch motors by Peco.  Kato builds their snap motors into the turnout mechanism.  The slow motion motors 

are built by Circuitron and are called “Tortoise Switch Machines”.  Consideration must be given as to how 

you will control the switch motors, either with a separate electrical circuit (12 to 14 volts) or integrate their 

control into the DCC circuit and DCC control.  Another important consideration should be the vertical 

placement/clearance of the switch machine when track is placed below a turnout.  The vertical clearance could 

affect the type of switch motor used. 
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    Tehachapi Loop Update    By Jeff Williams 

Back at the September club meeting I gave a 

presentation on the Tehachapi Loop.  A streamlined 

"travelog" version of this clinic presentation has been 

posted to the Club's website by Brian Jansky.  I had 

last visited the Loop in April of this year.  In mid-

October I had the occasion to once again visit the 

Loop during a two week business trip.  There have 

been some big changes! 

For several years there were plans/rumors to greatly 

extend the double mains from the Loop into 

Tehachapi.  Over several years road grading occurred 

but no track was actually laid.  This was the status 

quo when I visited the Loop in April.  However, now 

track and ballast have been put down and trains are 

actually using them.  This parallel track extension 

will allow even more trains to roll through the Loop 

and Tehachapi.  As promised the old, Eastbound 

main continues to run through Tunnel #10 and the 

new Westbound main goes around the tunnel.  A 

single main continues to exist through Tunnel #9 (at 

the base of the helix loop).  One perhaps sad aspect of 

this improvement is that the Walong siding is 

essentially gone (if 

you recall from my 

presentation it had 

historical 

significance).  A 

siding still exists but 

it is shorter and 

appears to only be 

utilized by track 

maintenance 

equipment. Track 

switches and signals 

have been moved 

accordingly.  The 

Eastbound signal 

that used to exist 

near one end of the 

Walong siding is 

now gone as it is no 

longer needed.  Also, 

it appears that the signal located about 3/4 way 

around the loop going Westbound received an 

upgrade.  This double main extension also offers the 

potential for two trains (one Eastbound, one 

Westbound) to actually "kiss" on top of the loop right 

over Tunnel #9; that is, if the timing is just right.  I, 

along with a number of other rail fans, were very 

fortunate to witness two trains meeting above Tunnel 

#9 on a nice Sunday morning. 

In the picture below you see two rolling BNSF trains 

just before their "kiss" above the tunnel.  In the other 

picture you can see the new main line.  Notice the 

different color of the ballast rock utilized.  The darker 

ballast is the original main, while the lighter ballast is 

the new main.  I was told by one of the rail fans that 

UP, who maintains this stretch of track, utilizes rock 

ballast from a different quarry.  If you recall from my 

presentation it was SP who originally built "the 

Loop". 

 

While at the Loop this last trip I met rail fans from as 

far away as New Zealand and Sweden.  I also had one 

of those "its a small world" experiences while 

watching trains pass through the Loop when I struck 

up a conversation with a rail fan from the 

Washington, DC area who actually worked on the 

same technical project that I did.  For those of you 

who haven't yet visited the Loop and for those that 

already have I have to ask..........When are you going 

there? 
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REALISTIC OPERATIONS ON YOUR MODEL RAILROAD 19  By Al Partlow

In this edition of the series, we are going to take a 

look at “box cars” and “box car traffic” on your 

layout, including how the box car has evolved from 

the early years of railroading down to present times.  

Included will be discussions on the various types of 

box cars you can include on your layout to make your 

operations more interesting.  After all, if you model 

eras through and including the 1950s, box cars should 

be the predominant car type on your layout.  For 

modern era modelers, there are also plenty of unique 

and interesting box car designs available to 

accurately reflect today’s railroad operating practices.     

The railroad box car came about due to the simple 

need to protect the contents of the car from the 

weather or from sparks flying from wood-burning 

locomotives.  Box cars grew from a mere 25 feet in 

length and a 10-15 ton capacity to 34 feet in length 

and 20 ton capacity by the mid-1880s.  Cars were 

initially of all-wood construction and later progressed 

to steel underframes with wood sides, ends and roofs 

and finally to all-steel construction in the 1930s.  By 

then, most box cars were 40 feet in length and of 40-

50 ton capacity.  The 50 foot car was also introduced 

in the 1930s and remains the most common box car 

length today.  It was also during these times that 

railroads such as the Baltimore & Ohio developed the 

“Wagon Top” box car and the Pennsylvania 

developed their “Round Roof” design.  The B&O car 

is available in HO scale from Fox Valley Models 

(www.foxvalleymodels.com).  

From that time on, new box cars were all-steel 

construction and older cars that were rebuilt utilized 

all-steel components, including new and improved 

trucks with steel wheels.  While the railroads 

preferred to move all commodities in box cars due to 

the operational flexibility these cars provided, 

shippers would soon begin to demand more 

specialized box cars to meet their specific needs.  In 

1954, the Santa Fe developed their “Shock Control” 

and later “Super Shock Control” systems which led to 

an improved ride and less damage to the contents of 

the car.  Moloco (www.molocotrains.com) offers a 

variety of these cars for HO modelers.  Following the 

Santa Fe development, many railroads and car 

builders entered the competition for a better cushion 

underframe and better load devices.        

By the 1960s, the need for “high cube” box cars 

became a critical factor in car design as traffic 

patterns now required large parts shipments to auto 

plants scattered throughout the country.  Enter the 89 

foot high cube box car which was a car type ideal for 

this service.  The railroads also began extensive 

“pooling” arrangements as no one carrier could 

provide all the equipment necessary to meet the car 

requirements of major shippers such as General 

Motors.  For modelers, this means that box cars of 

any railroad assigned to the pool could be found all 

over the country. 

Since that time, we have had “wide-door” box cars 

for paper and lumber, “high-cube” box cars for 

appliances, “insulated” box cars for food products, 

“plug-door” box cars with “load dividers” for various 

commodities and the list goes on.  ExactRail 

(www.exactrail.com), Athearn/ Athearn Genesis 

(www.athearn.com), Tangent (www.tangentscalemodels.com) 

and Atlas (atlasrr.com) all offer a wide selection of 

these cars for modern era modelers.   

For transition era modelers, the 40-foot box car was 

the mainstay of prototype freight car fleets and 

should be the same for modelers.  These cars 

transported everything from bulk products such as 

sugar, salt, cement, and grain products as well as dry 

goods such as canned food, furniture, appliances, 

plumbing fixtures and many other commodities.  

While damage and subsequent freight claims were a 

problem for carriers when shippers used these basic 

types of box cars, they were nevertheless the 

predominant car used in the transition era. 

Two types of box cars that tend to create confusion 

for modelers are Express Box Cars (BX) and 

Merchandise Box Cars (XM or XME).  Express box 
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REALISTIC OPERATIONS ON YOUR MODEL RAILROAD 19 (cont.)         By Al Partlow

cars were designed for passenger service and had 

steam and signal lines.  These cars were sometimes 

equipped with high speed trucks.  Express box cars 

were interchanged with other railroads on a regular 

basis.  Merchandise cars on the other hand were 

intended to remain on-line in designated service 

between city pairs.  While they did occasionally stray 

off-line, this was not the intention of the car owners.  

Examples of this type of service are the New York 

Central “Pacemaker Service”, the Missouri Pacific 

“Eagle Service” and the Southern Pacific “Overnight 

Service”.     

Those who model through the 1950s-transition era 

have a wide variety of accurate models to choose 

from for their layouts.  Intermountain, Atlas, Athearn, 

AccuRail, and Kadee are just a few that come to 

mind.  If you are looking for more detailed cars, two 

of the best resin-kit makers are Sunshine (now out of 

business but kits still available on Ebay) and Funaro 

& Camerlengo.  You can also purchase built up resin 

cars from time to time, but be prepared to pay a hefty 

price for these cars. 

Take a look at your freight car fleet and see if you 

have included the correct box car design and number 

of cars for your era.  As mentioned earlier in the 

discussion, modelers whose layouts represent eras 

through the 1950s should have lots of box cars in 

their fleet, making them the predominant car type on 

the layout.  Later era modelers should make sure the 

type of box cars on the layout accurately reflects the 

commodities being transported due to the more 

specialized  nature of box cars used in more recent 

times.        

 

Both pictures taken by Al Partlow 
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   Notes From the Observation Car  By Don Formanek 

website review: by Don Formanek 

In Ireland and the UK, they are doing a great job of preserving heritage railroads. Take a look 

at this website with a listing and links of 173 Railways:  http://www.heritage-railways.com/ 

http://www.heritage-railways.com/
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 Derail Archives (August/ September 1996)    Submitted by Richard Louvet

"Jumping Cabooses" 

by David N. Currey 

Contrary to popular opinion, cabooses can jump! I experienced two jumping caboose incidents 

during my five years as a brakeman on Union Pacific's (ex-Mop) Kingsville Division. Strangely, 

both involved the small town of Blessing, located about twenty miles south of Bay City 

(southwest, as the grackle flies). You may have surmised that a caboose could "jump" due to 

springy trucks. Well—that's true for the first case: I was northbound out of Vanderbilt to Houston 

on train 359. My seniority allowed me to ride the hack on this relatively cool night in early 

autumn. 

The conductor and I quickly realized this caboose had a problem: the slightest track irregularity 

would start it bouncing like crazy—particularly at grade crossings. We were worried it might 

leave the rails! After a half hour or so we decided it was probably safe. After all, it had made it all 

the way up from Kingsville. Unfortunately, Blessing awaited 24 miles up the line. The north end 

of Blessing had a triple whammy: the north switch of the siding, a grade crossing, and the S.P 

interlocking, all in quick succession. When the caboose hit these, it began bouncing like a 

superball. Suddenly, the train went into emergency. My preferred method of riding out an 

emergency application of the brakes was to slink down in the seat and brace my legs against the 

front of the bay window, or in this case, the front of the cupola. We stopped quickly; then 

unexpectedly heard the train screeching to a halt about twenty seconds later. The conductor and I 

exchanged glances, then hopped down and walked up to the head end of the caboose and opened 

the door. The train was gone! The caboose had jumped so high, the couplers had disengaged. 

Squinting in the darkness, we could make out the train about fifteen car lengths down the track. 

The conductor radioed the engineer, and eventually we got recoupled and on our way north again. 

This proved to be the climax of the trip, and we eventually arrived at Settegast Yard without 

further incident. I wonder what the conductor put on his delay report! Who would have believed 

that cabooses could jump! 

Now, we will cover another species of jumping caboose. This one was also found at Blessing. 

In 1983, while working the Guarantee Extra Board in Houston, I was called to ride a bulletin on a 

work train at Blessing. “Guarantee"  meant we were guaranteed twenty 100-mile trips a month. 

Since a brakeman usually attained the equivalent of nearly twice this amount, filling out a claim 

for that amount was seldom necessary. “Riding a bulletin” meant you worked the job for five 

days until someone bid on the job and won it by seniority. 

A work train was a good job to get assigned to. It meant a deadhead (paid by miles at the through 

freight rate), auto allowance, meal allowances, and contrary to its name, not much work. 
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 Derail Archives (August/ September 1996)    Submitted by Richard Louvet

Basically, you got your train out of a siding somewhere, went out on the mainline (or wherever), 

and dropped ballast or something. Once you got your train together, the brakeman basically just 

sat in the engine cab while the ballast was spread by maintenance- of-way workers. For this 

reason, work trains were usually assigned only one brakeman. A work train job might last 

anywhere from one day to several weeks. Early on this morning, the limo deposited us at 

Blessing, where we found our work train stashed in the house track. North to south, it was: an old 

GP18, a caboose, some M-of-W equipment, and several hopper cars loaded with ballast. We ran 

the engine and caboose out of the north end onto the main. We needed the caboose on the north 

end of the engine. Since we couldn't run around it on the house track (because of the M-of-W 

machinery), the conductor explained that we would drop the caboose into the south end of the 

house track. The 7800-foot pass was available, but that would have taken a lot longer to do, and 

would have required additional track-and-time from the dispatcher. The conductor would man the 

switch. Since we only had one brakeman, I would both pull the pin on the caboose AND ride the 

handbrake. Everybody understood, so the engineer and I took the engine and caboose about 600 

feet past the south house switch down the mainline. 

The conductor radioed the kick sign and the engineer accelerated the engine. When he braked just 

enough to cause the slack to run in, I pulled the pin on the caboose. With one hand on the pin 

lever and one on the caboose handrail, I nodded to let the engineer know I had the pin pulled. 

He quickly accelerated the locomotive away from the now free rolling caboose. I stepped up to 

the handbrake. The GP18 roared past the switch, and the conductor lined it for the house. 

Everything seemed to be going smoothly. Even before the caboose entered the house, I had 

already put a couple of turns on the handbrake, since I didn't want to slam into the ballast cars. 

Besides, it was just plain bad form to roll way down the drop track when all you needed to do was 

be sure you cleared the main. 

As the caboose headed into the house, I put another turn on the handbrake. Suddenly I couldn't 

believe my eyes-the derail loomed ahead in the tall grass, still squarely on the rail and just ten feet 

ahead. Frantically, I whirled the handbrake as fast as I could, then grabbed ahold of the railing for 

dear life. WHAM! The caboose hit the derail and seemed to leap straight up into the air, coming 

down with a big thump and stopping abruptly. Such a quick stop could only mean one thing; the 

caboose had gone on the ground and plowed its wheels into the ballast. I stepped down, expecting 

the worst. Miraculously, both trucks were still on the rails! Where was the derail? There it was: 

lying between the rails. The conductor walked up. No words were exchanged. It was obvious 

what he had failed to do; the person who handles the switch is also supposed to remove the derail. 

Our fortune was that it was a one-way derail, designed to keep cars from rolling out onto the 

mainline, not vice versa. The lesson here is: Don't always assume someone will always perform 

their duties safely and properly. In a lighter vein, I wonder if the town of Blessing ever installed a 

sign at the tracks reading, “WARNING! JUMPING CABOOSES!!” 
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  Rosenberg Railroad Museum's “Rail Days”    By Chuck Clark

The SJMRRC HO Scale switching layout was set up and operated at the Rosenberg Railroad Museum's "Rail 

Days" celebration on Saturday, April 8th, 2017. The event took place from 10 am to 5 pm. There was a steady 

stream of visitors throughout the day enjoying perfect weather and the event. There were over 60 children 

introduced to the "World's Greatest Hobby" by their "hands on" experience operating the switching layout. 

Denny McGonigle, David Schafer, and I were there taking turns conducting the train movements and assisting 

the future locomotive engineers and switchmen from the junior extra board. The kids were in awe as they took 

charge of the locomotive throttle and began moving, switching, spotting, coupling, and uncoupling the rolling 

stock to and from the prescribed destinations.  It was a good day and the switching layout is a good way to 

plant the seeds for growing future model railroaders.  I think Denny, David, and I had more fun watching the 

kids have fun, and I hope we get the chance to do it again for years to come.   
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    How to Recognize a Trainman       By David N. Currey 

Back quite a few years ago, I was with a buddy, and 

we were out chasing the Union Pacific E-Units and 

excursion train when they ran a special train over the 

Katy Railroad to Smithville and back.  That was done 

in order to commemorate the old Katy line from 

Eureka Yard to Katy that was about to be abandoned.  

(The rest of the line from Katy to Sealy and on up 

through Cat Spring to Smithville and elsewhere still 

exists.)  At one point into the chase, my friend (let's 

call him Brink, as that has no relation whatsoever to 

his real name) and I stopped in at the Walmart that 

exists on the Beltway just north of I-10.  I've 

forgotten what we went in there for—maybe some 

snacks, but it was not to access the McDonald's that 

was in the store, because we walked by that.   

When we parked in the lot, I noticed a UP freight 

locomotive parked on the spur that went along there 

and serviced a rock and gravel company nearby.  

There were no freight cars attached, and I suspected 

they were spending their meal period at the 

McDonald's in the Walmart before going back to the 

gravel company and finishing up their work, which 

would most likely involve hauling empties back to 

Eureka.  As we walked in the door and strode past the 

McDonald's, I looked over, and sure enough, at one 

table sat three men.  They had finished eating, and 

were kind of lounging back in their chairs.  To me 

they were unmistakenly trainmen, obviously making 

use of McDonald's facilities for their meal period.  In 

my mind, they positively couldn't be anything else, 

and it took me about half a second to come to that 

conclusion. 

I looked at Brink, and said something like, “I bet 

those are trainmen.  What do you think?” 

Brink looked over at them, and said something like, 

“I don't know.  I can't tell what they might be.” 

As we continued walking, I then explained to him the 

reason for my assessment:  We saw their locomotive 

by the parking lot.  We see here three men, with no 

wives, and no kids.  They're sitting there having 

already eaten.  They seem to be relaxing.  They're 

wearing the sort of clothes that trainmen generally 

wear.  How often to you see three men dressed like 

that together like that in a McDonald's? 

Even after hearing my reasoning, Brink couldn't 

bring himself to believe that they were probably 

trainmen.  He's the kind of guy, that if he got hit in 

the head with an ax, he wouldn't believe it unless he 

saw it happen himself.  Any photographic or video 

evidence could have been faked.  Any witnesses that 

saw the ax assault his head could be lying.  Even the 

fact of an ax still embedded in his head would not be 

evidence, as that could have been planted by 

somebody after he had been hit in the head with 

something else.  Brink is the ultimate skeptic.  If I 

ever commit a serious crime, I want Brink on the 

jury, because he could never find me guilty from 

circumstantial evidence and witness testimony.  As 

long as he personally didn't see it happen, he 

wouldn't be able to reach a conclusion of guilt, no 

matter how much evidence, that I did the crime 

beyond the shadow of a doubt. 

On the way out, we stopped to chat with the guys, 

and they turned out to be trainmen, alright.  How 

come I could recognize them as such, and not Brink?  

There must have been something about them that 

allowed me to instantly come to that conclusion.  

Perhaps the circumstances also had a bearing on that 

conclusion. 

Well, for one thing, I worked around trainmen for 

five years.  I probably met and worked with just 

about every kind of personality that there was in the 

railroad business, and between all those various 

kinds of individuals, I had learned to recognize the 

common things that all those various guys had. 

Here's a list of characteristics that I've come to 

associate with trainmen, and when you can match 

most of these up with some person, then that person 

is probably a trainman, or was once a trainmen. 

1. A trainman does not dress flamboyantly.  

Trainmen look for durability, comfort, and low 

cost in clothing.  They don't like to stick out in a 

crowd. The sticker-outers are the ones who get 

noticed, and are thus more likely to get blamed, 

and then, of course, fired. 

2. Trainmen are not verbose talkers in mixed 

company.  They use few words. Perhaps its the 

influence of the hand signals and radio 

communication, where one signal or word can 

mean several sentences. 
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   How to Recognize a Trainman (cont.)    By David N. Currey 

3.  A trainman tends to walk with his toes pointed up 

a bit, so as not to trip over a tie or rail or big 

chunk of ballast.  This probably carries over into 

their off-railroad-property life, especially when 

walking around the yard or farm at home. 

4. Trainmen know how to conserve energy, and 

know how to grab a little bit of rest here and 

there, just like those trainmen in the McDonald's 

were doing. 

5. Most, but not all, trainmen generally try to get 

along with each other.  They definitely do not act 

like the train characters in the movie Runaway 

Train.  No real trainman jokes about impending 

disaster and laughs about it.  I already denounced 

that movie in a previous Derail article, so no 

need to do that again here to any great extent. 

6. A trainman wants to receive absolutely every last 

cent of pay that's due him. 

7. A trainman knows how to travel lightly.  Instead 

of a suitcase on out-of-town runs, he carries a 

grip, that is easy to lug up the steps of a 

locomotive or caboose. 

8. A trainman is prepared for many eventualities.  

Chances are, his grip has several changes of 

clothes, a rainsuit, work gloves, winter gloves, a 

windbreaker, a heavy coat, enough snacks to 

assemble a makeshift meal, fusees, airhose 

gaskets, etc.  His shirt will have pockets.  He 

carries writing implements on his person. 

9. Trainmen are deliberate and don't take chances.  

Doing things the safe way is a high priority.  The 

other types get killed off (or if they're lucky, 

injured off) pretty quickly. 

10. Trainmen put safety ahead of battery life.  Sure, 

maybe you could get a couple more hours out of 

that lantern battery, but if you're a trainman, you 

don't want to get stuck a half mile down the 

track on a dark night trying to pass signals with 

a dim lantern, so you grab a fresh battery and 

replace the one in your lantern that's only got a 

few hours use to its name. 

11. Trainmen tend to talk deliberately and carefully.  

Not being understood can result in unsafe 

eventualities and wasted time.  The repeating 

back of instructions but in a different wording 

is a common habit of trainmen. 

12. Trainmen know how to walk on a train.  They 

walk with their feet apart, so that the swaying 

of the train does not throw them to the side.  A 

trainman does not normally need to grasp the 

backs of seats as he walks down the aisle of a 

Superliner. 

13. Trainmen know how to wait.  They know how 

to hurry up and wait.  When I see a trainman 

waiting, there's something about his body 

posture and demeanor that simply says, “I'm a 

trainman.”  While trainmen may not like to 

wait, and may complain about waiting, they 

have a resolute acceptance of the inevitability 

that they will have to wait.  They are champion 

waiters. 

One time last year, I was down at the Amtrak station 

in Houston to visit with some friends passing 

through town on the Sunset Limited.  As I walked 

into the station's front door, I saw a man sitting on 

the bench closest to the tracks.  I thought he looked 

like a trainman.  When I walked past him and got a 

look at his face, I realized he was the engineer on the 

Sunset Limited I had talked with last year on my 

Amtrak trip back to Houston from El Paso.  I walked 

down the train platform and finally found my 

friends.  After they got back on board, I wandered 

back into the depot, and sat down and chatted with 

the engineer for a few minutes before he had to 

reboard the train.  Chatting with trainmen is always a 

pleasure.  They can say so much in just a few words, 

and they sure know how to wait and relax. 

I think I've probably lost some of these traits in the 

many years since my train service, but I also think a 

few of these are still attached to my persona.  I tend 

to repeat back instructions, and I can wait at Anasazi 

on the Comanche and Indian Gap with the best of 

them. 

I'm all tuckered out from writing, so let's tie this one 

up. 
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 Chuck Lind MMR 

     From the President              By Robert Barnett 

Summer is fast approaching and that means it’s time to plan for the Lone Star Region 

Convention.  

If you are an active member of the San Jacinto Model Railroad Club, you have a home town 

convention.  That is four days of clinics, layout tours, super tours, operation sessions, and the 

opportunity to enter a model (or models) in the Contest.  

I can personally attest to the quality and variety of the clinics. Come to the convention and you 

will take home usable layout construction knowledge, plus a lot of information on Texas 

industries and railroads.  

You also have the opportunity to help put on the big show.  Contact Robert Ashcraft or Randall 

Wilson, they have a spot all lined up for you.  So sign up and come out for four days of fun 

and model railroad education. 

 

See you there!!!        

Bob Barnett  
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      April Minutes      By Richard Louvet

President Bob Barnett called the meeting to order at 

7:00pm.  

 

There were three visitors: Dean Williams, John 

Finnegan and Bob Fawcett. 

 

Clinic 
David Currey introduced Steve Sandifer for a clinic 

on Santa Fe E units. Steve has done extensive 

research on E units in conjunction with his work 

with Broadway Limited imports since 2010. He 

prepared the clinic from this research. Steve had 

many pictures to compliment the clinic. It was 

especially interesting to note that Santa Fe routinely 

mixed different E series in the same consists. 

 

Refreshments 

Steve Sandifer and Virginia Freitag handled cookies 

and punch for the meeting. 

 

Treasurer’s Report 

The March 31 bank balance was $14,864.42. 

 

Expenses for the month included income taxes of 

$441, new checks for $64 and Train Show expenses 

of $93. More detailed reports can be generated for 

any member by requesting them from the Treasurer. 

 

Since we are using name tags to track individual 

attendance, it is important that name tags be used at 

each meeting. See Dick Louvet if any tags are 

missing. The best way to do this is to submit the 

application from the San Jac Web Site. 

 

The March minutes were approved as published. 

 

Train Show  
Steve Sandifer thanked everyone who contributed to 

this year’s Train Show success. Paperwork for next 

year’s show is underway for February 17, 2018. We 

are looking at rearranging aisle space and/or lobby 

use to allow more vendors to participate. We are one 

of the few shows that individuals can afford to buy 

tables. 

 

Lone Star Region/Division 8 
Check the Division 8 website at:  

www.texasgulfdivision.org for information on 

clinics. 

 

The Austin Area Train show will be at the 

Williamson County Expo Center on May 6 and 7.  

 

See: www.wilcoexpo.com/events/2017/model-train-

show for more details. 

 

LSR voting is completed. There were problems with 

the voting process that need to be corrected before 

the next balloting. 

 

LSR Convention 

See bayoucitylimited.org for information and 

registration. Costs go up after April 15. 

 

Derail: 

Bob Sabol has enlisted two more regular columnists 

and is looking for a regular electronics feature. The 

readership has expressed a desire for more “how-to” 

articles. 

 

Old Business 

The membership authorized a $150 gift card for 

Terri Sabol-Brogoitti in appreciation for her 

invaluable work on the newsletter. 

 

New Business 

Jim Lemmond and Loren Nuefeld need an 18ft truck 

or trailer to transport their layout next year. They 

wanted to put the request out early because of the 

size. 

 

The club was reminded of the Rosenberg Railfest on 

April 8. 

 

Bob Barnett was contacted about building a display 

layout on an existing shelf for expenses and a fee. 

Contact Bob if you are interested. 

 

The meeting was adjourned at 8:37. 

 

Respectively submitted, 

 

Dick Louvet 

Secretary/Treasurer 
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Officers 

Derail Staff 

San Jac RR Club Meetings take place the 

first Tuesday of each month at 7pm 
 

Bayland Community Center    

6400 Bissonnet St. Houston, TX 
 

Click here for directions 

Visitors are always welcome! 

Conductor: Bob Sabol 

bsabol@stillmeadow.com 

Engineer: Terri Brogoitti 

tbrogoitti@stillmeadow.com 

Brakemen:  

David N. Currey 

texasandlouisiana@msn.com  

Don Formanek  

locogeared@gmail.com  

Brian Jansky 

brianj844@gmail.com 

Pete Leach 

pleachtx55@gmail.com  

Richard Louvet 

rlouvet@att.net 

Al Partlow                            

alswitch@aol.com  

Kelly Russell 

krussl@yahoo.com  

Next Meeting 

TUESDAY, MAY 2 

 

“The Greatest Train-Offs          

In History” 

by  

David N. Currey  

 

Refreshments:  

Virginia Freitag  (drinks)   . 

Ed Dibble  (cookies) 

 

 Video Corner 

 

D&RGW K-27 463 Steams Again - 

Mudhen Over Cumbres  
  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0jzWOJSm69s  

www.sanjacmodeltrains.org  
Webmaster: Brian Jansky  

The Derail — May 2017 

President: Robert (Bob) Barnett  

rbarnett@ljaengineering.com  

Vice-President: David N. Currey 

texasandlouisiana@msn.com 

Secretary/Treasurer: Richard (Dick) Louvet  

rlouvet@att.net 

Director at Large:  Chuck Lind MMR 

chucklind46@gmail.com 

Past President: Rex Ritz 

icrex@yahoo.com  

http://maps.google.com/maps?q=Bayland+Community+Center+6400+Bissonnet+St.+Houston,Tx&oe=utf-8&rls=org.mozilla:en-US:official&client=firefox-a&um=1&ie=UTF-8&sa=N&hl=en&tab=wl
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0jzWOJSm69s
http://www.sanjacmodeltrains.org/
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